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Route 66 was created by Tulsa businessman, Cyrus Avery. Oklahoma has more of the original route than
any other state -- more than _______________ miles!

While much of Oklahoma consists of level plains, Oklahoma also has rugged hills and mountains as
described in Oklahoma Hills by Woody Guthrie. What are the four major mountain ranges in our state?
______________________________________________________ ,   ______________________________________________, 
 ______________________________________________________ ,   ______________________________________________

Oklahoma! by Rogers & Hammerstein became our state song in 1953. Fill in the words and sing along!       
OKLAHOMA, where the ____________________ comes sweeping down the _____________________    and the waving
__________________ can sure smell sweet when the wind comes right behind the rain. 

OKLAHOMA, every night my honey ________________ and I, sit alone and talk and watch a ________________  making lazy
circles in the sky!    We know we belong to the ________________ and the land we belong to is ______________   and when
we say, "YEOW! A yip-i-o-ee-ay!" We're only saying you're doing fine, Oklahoma! 
Oklahoma,            ______-______-______-______-______-______-______-______ Oklahoma, OK! YEOW!

Severe drought and storms across the plains caused many to leave Oklahoma and head West during the 1930’s.
The song, Dusty Skies, was written about this time known as the ___________________  ___________________.

The Trail of Tears was the forced removal of Native Americans from their homeland to Indian Territory. 
How many tribes call Oklahoma home? ________________.
Oklahoma's official percussion instrument is the drum. Brent shared that the drum represents the
______________________________ of their people. What other instrument did Mewayseh play?______________________________

Carrie Underwood won the reality show _____________________________ _______________ in 2005 and then went on to be
a Grammy award winner and has been inducted into the Oklahoma Music Hall of Fame.

This artist is a judge on The Voice and has had more than 23 #1 hits, breaking the record for the most consecutive
number 1's. Who is this performer from Ada, OK? _____________________________. _______________________________________

What Oklahoma symbols can you list? _________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The song Cream of the Crop tells the story of Oklahoma from the Land Run to the Murrah Bombing and how
Oklahomans always rise to the top. The words say, "We've weathered every windstorm, stood together when it
poured, lived up to our state motto, looked up to our great Lord." What is our state motto?  
 _______________________________   _____________________________________   ________________  ______________________________

Oklahoma Rising was named Oklahoma's official Centennial Song in 2007 when our state celebrated 100 years of
statehood and was written by two famous Oklahomans. Jimmy Webb is a composer and musician and the only
person to have every won Grammy's in all 3 categories: music, lyrics AND orchestration. Who was the other famous
Oklahoman who co-wrote this song and also sang Oklahoma Swing with Reba McEntire? _________________ ___________

Who are some other famous Oklahomans featured in this concert?  ___________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

This virtual concert is 57 minutes. If you need to watch it in 2 sittings, we recommend 
breaking after The Greenwoods share their Native American culture (30 min)


